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Abstract: Farming is a major sector required for any nation to become self-sustainable. Quality seeds
heavily influence the effectiveness of farming. Seeds cultivated by breeders pass through several
entities in order to reach farmers. The existing seed supply chain is opaque and intractable, which
not only hinders the growth of crops but also makes the life of a farmer miserable. Blockchain
has been widely employed to enable fair and secure transactions between farmers and buyers,
but concerns related to transparency and traceability in the seed supply chain, counterfeit seeds,
middlemen involvement, and inefficient processes in the agricultural ecosystem have not received
enough attention. To address these concerns, a blockchain-based solution is proposed that brings
breeders, farmers, warehouse owners, transporters, and food corporations to a single platform to
enhance transparency, traceability, and trust among trust-less parties. A smart contract updates
the status of seeds from a breeder from submitted to approved. Then, a non-fungible token (NFT)
corresponding to approved seeds is minted for the breeder, which records the date of cultivation
and its owner (breeder). The NFT enables farmers to keep track of seeds right from the date of their
cultivation and their owner, which helps them to make better decisions about picking seeds from
the correct owner. Farmers directly interact with warehouses to purchase seeds, which removes the
need for middlemen and improves the trust among trust-less entities. Furthermore, a tender for the
transportation of seeds is auctioned on the basis of the priority location locp, Score, and bid_amount
of every transporter, which provides a fair chance to every transporter to restrict the monopoly of
a single transporter. The proposed system achieves immutability, decentralization, and efficiency
inherently from the blockchain. We implemented the proposed scheme and deployed it on the
Ethereum network. Smart contracts deployed over the Ethereum network interact with React-based
web pages. The analysis and results of the proposed model indicate that it is viable and secure, as
well as superior to the current seed supply chain system.

Keywords: seeds; blockchain; breeder; smart contract; agricultural supply chain; farmers; DApp

1. Introduction

In developing countries, the agricultural sector is a major sector for the livelihood of
its citizens. For sustainable agriculture, seeds are the primary and most critical ingredients.
The performance of all other farming inputs is largely reliant on the quality of the seeds.
According to estimates, the direct contribution of high-quality seeds to overall production
ranges from 15% to 20%, depending on the crop, and can reach up to 45% with the effective
management of other inputs [1]. In past decades, there have been major advancements
in the seed sector. Government bodies have executed a major re-structuring of the seed
industry to empower the seed infrastructure. To survive in the competitive market and
effectively contribute to the national effort to increase food production in order to achieve
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food and nutritional security, seed corporations must urgently transform themselves in line
with the industry in terms of infrastructure, technologies, approaches, and management
culture [2].

Breeders procure seeds and get them validated through a government entity such as a
food corporation, which validates the seeds and stores them in their warehouses, which
are provided to the farmers based on their demand [3]. The food supply chain is critical
in terms of its impact on a country’s economy and its relevance to sustaining the essential
sector of any country. In this supply chain, the exchange of goods relies on complex and
paper-thin settlement processes, and these processes are not very transparent, with a high
risk to breeders and farmers during the exchange of value. Since transactions are prone to
fraud, middlemen step in, increasing the total costs of remittances and making it difficult
for the farmer to receive the right product overall.

Existing seed supply chain solutions in the agricultural sector focus on enhancing
transparency between producers, i.e., farmers, and consumers, with an aim to minimize
intermediaries between end-users and producers [4]. In addition, systems supporting the
traceability of food products and the identification of the original sources of products [5,6]
have been suggested. Furthermore, the agricultural system financially benefits from the
identification of buyers ready to pay additional charges for a specific product [7,8]. For
the optimization of food supply chain purchasers’ trading portfolios, the Practical Byzan-
tine Fault Tolerance (PBFT) algorithm was laid out and validated using a consortium
blockchain [9,10]. However, major concerns in agriculture related to seed distribution have
not received enough attention. There is a requirement of the seed distribution framework
that allows farmers to keep track of seeds from breeders throughout the chain and to
identify the sources of seeds. In addition, the supply chain framework allows transparent
and fair bidding and tender mechanisms for logistics.

Blockchain is an immutable technology consisting of interconnected blocks of data,
each containing a list of transactions and a unique reference to the previous blocks [2,11–13].
By assigning unique digital identifiers, blockchain enables the easy traceability of food
products across the supply chain, incorporating essential information such as batch num-
bers and expiry dates [3,14]. This ensures transparency and facilitates the efficient tracking
of food products from their origin to the end consumer. Implementing a food ledger and
transaction register through blockchain technology has the potential to prevent fraud and
enhance traceability, enabling the identification of the sources of foodborne illnesses [15].

Our Contribution: We propose a blockchain-based solution that not only significantly
reduces corruption but also optimizes the transaction of seeds for farmers and government
officials. The proposed approach is a “decentralized application” that keeps an immutable
record of every transaction between farmers and the Food Corporation of India (FCI). It
allows farmers to keep track of seeds throughout the supply chain across all stakeholders
and to identify the original sources of seeds. In addition, the system grants non-fungible
tokens corresponding to approved seeds that explicitly state their date of cultivation and
their owner to make the system more transparent. Furthermore, it enables a fair auction-
driven transportation system for logistics. The proposed solution is implemented and
deployed in a P2P (peer-to-peer) network and is executed on a two-phase verification
system that primarily comprises nodes (FCI, farmer, warehouse, transport) in the chain.
Farmers looking to buy seeds and fertilizers can check prices and availability at various
FCI warehouses within a pre-specified location. Our proposed solution offers an effective
mechanism for farmers to conveniently purchase seed products from warehouses and carry
out transactions using Ethers Eth on the Ethereum mainnet private blockchain.

The rest of this work is organized in the following manner. Section 2 describes the
existing seed distribution system and its limitations. Section 3 describes the tool known as
blockchain, along with its types and smart contracts. The proposed “SeedChain” framework
is discussed in Section 4, while Section 5 discusses its implementation along with its features
and security analysis. Finally, Section 6 discusses the conclusion and future work.
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2. Existing Systems

The existing seed supply chain in agriculture employs minimum technology and is
based upon the manual updating of records, which is tangible and prone to malpractices,
such as the misrepresentation of product availability and the black marketing of important
and in-demand seeds, as depicted in Figure 1. The government’s role in the pricing, sale,
and purchase of products creates significant opportunities for corruption [16]. In India,
corruption at Food Corporation of India (FCI) warehouses is often reported, wherein
officials input incorrect information into their government databases. For example, if a
farmer purchases 50 kg of seeds, FCI officials would often record it as 100 kg sold, and the
remaining 50 kg are back-channeled and sold later, creating an expensive market for the
same. While such actions lead to increased corruption in the government, they also make
it difficult for a poor farmer to access good-quality seeds and fertilizers, which is a huge
problem in the initial stages of the food supply chain [17]. For agri-food, a detailed survey
was conducted, and a framework corresponding to the Vietnamese cashew nut business [18]
was discussed. To efficiently address concerns in Iraqi agriculture, blockchain technology
has been incorporated so that it can benefit from growth-promoting solutions to enduring
problems. It can increase productivity and competitiveness by improving data management,
accountability, and intelligent contracts. Notwithstanding these challenges, blockchain’s
advantages, such as its efficiency and transparency, make it a wise investment for Iraq’s
agriculture industry [19]. The potential of blockchain technology in precision agriculture,
food supply chains, crop insurance, and agricultural product transactions is examined
in [20], taking into account both theoretical frameworks and real-world applications. It
also tackles the difficulties in logging farm-owner transactions and creating an ecosystem
powered by blockchain for the food and agriculture industries. A blockchain-based system,
“AgriOnBlock”, was designed to address issues in the agriculture industry to enhance
transparency among various stakeholders, such as bankers, retailers, customers, farmers,
wholesalers, etc. [21]. It intends to handle relevant issues within the industry and efficiently
connect stakeholders by utilizing Ethereum smart contracts and Internet of Things (IoT)
devices. A blockchain framework that is based on the IoT and incorporates an artificial
intelligence system is intended to oversee and control smart water management [22]. An
IoT-based smart water irrigation system is recommended to efficiently address the water
crisis in the agriculture industry today, taking into consideration several factors, such
as fertilizer quality. Most of the existing techniques primarily focus on food supply and
food security, which should benefit all stakeholders by increasing transparency and trust
among all of the stakeholders involved in the farming sector. However, seeds, which
are the pioneering and fundamental elements in the farming sector, have not received
enough attention.

Moreover, in the Indian context, carrying huge amounts of cash is precarious, espe-
cially in Northern Indian Rural Areas, as thefts and burglaries lead to significant losses. This
creates a need for a cashless system so that the need for physical money is eliminated when
purchasing input materials for farming. Also, at times, a farmer has to travel to various FCI
warehouses before finding products with the required availability and quality [23]. This
leads to an enormous wastage of time as well. While we intend to solve these ground-level
problems in rural areas and decrease the pitfalls for farmers, as well as simplify paperwork
for the government, the broader vision of India 2030 is also fulfilled, as this development in
the agricultural field will lead to an increase in digital literacy among farmers as well.
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Figure 1. Existing seed-purchasing system.

Limitations of Existing Systems

1. Lack of digitization: Every monetary transaction and storage entry is recorded on
paper. Piles of record registers take up a great amount of space in the form of filing
cabinets. These are susceptible to manipulation, theft, fire, water, and bugs. Searching
for a record would become a cumbersome task and would lead to a waste of time
and labor.

2. Extensive corruption: The easy manipulation of records largely contributes to cor-
ruption. Authority figures might authorize a fake transit of goods, and the money
would get transferred to a bogus account. The seeds are often hoarded so that a state
of scarcity can be established and are then sold for a higher price.

3. Opaque operations: In the existing system, no operation is logged at any step of the
supply chain. In case of any exigency, there would not be any chain of custody to
identify the point where things went wrong. There is no transparency in operations,
due to which it is easy to hide bogus transactions and shipments.

4. Inefficient and slow: There is no automation of any of the tasks, starting from breeder
registration and ending with a farmer’s purchase of a packet of seeds. Entering and
searching paper records is extremely time-consuming, which becomes a burden to the
entire system.

5. Security: Records are kept in a file cabinet in an unguarded room, which any intruder
can visit and then view the details without any restrictions. This is conducive to
data leaks, which could be catastrophic to farmers, as their account details and seed
purchase routines could fall into the wrong hands.

6. Middleman: The present system comprises middlemen who take advantage of the
manual system and sell seeds at a greater price than the maximum retail price by
manipulating the taxes for their advantage. In addition, expired seeds are sold with
normal seeds. The practice of hoarding and creating a fake demand allows middlemen
to sell seeds at a higher price, which causes trouble for farmers.

3. Preliminaries

This section delves into blockchain technology, smart contracts, and various classifica-
tions of blockchain systems.
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3.1. Blockchain Technology

The term blockchain was coined in 2008 and came into practice in the year 2009 as a
core mechanism in Bitcoin [24]. Blockchain is analogous to a public ledger/database that
is shared among peers in a network and stores records of every transaction made on a
chain of blocks. Decentralization, traceability, and persistence are the key characteristics of
blockchain technology.

Decentralization: Conventional systems require every transaction to be approved
by a centrally trusted authority, which results in additional costs and poor efficiency.
On the contrary, transactions that take place within a blockchain network can be exe-
cuted directly between two users, obviating the necessity for intermediary supervision.
Blockchain technology consequently reduces operational and development expenditures
by a substantial amount.

Traceability: Each blockchain transaction is validated and subsequently documented
with a timestamp. This feature grants users the ability to inspect and trace historical records
from any node within the decentralized network, thereby augmenting the transparency
and traceability of the data that are stored.

Persistence: In the blockchain network, each effectively completed transaction is con-
firmed and recorded in blocks, rendering falsification extremely difficult. Furthermore,
prior to being disseminated, every block is validated by neighboring nodes, which guaran-
tees the confirmation of transactions and simplifies the process of detecting tampering.

Blockchain comprises a series of blocks that contain records of all transactions that have
been carried out across the network. The initial block in the blockchain sequence is referred
to as the genesis block and lacks a preceding node, known as the parent node. Subsequent
blocks reference the previous block by its hash value, establishing a sequential chain. Each
block consists of a body and a block header, as depicted in Figure 2. Specifically, the block
header includes the parent block hash of 256 bits and the sum of all block transactions,
i.e., the Merkle tree root hash, as well as the block version, 4-bit Nonce, and timestamp
expressed time in seconds.

Figure 2. Blockchain.

3.2. Smart Contracts

These are contracts crafted using Solidity that are implemented between the deployer
and the recipient and act as independent contracts binding the parties involved, as depicted
in Figure 3. These contracts can be programmed to be deployed on the chain and can
be triggered in the event of any action. Thus, they are automated, and once deployed
on the chain, they cannot be altered, which implies that these programmable contracts
are non-disputable and hence play an important role in establishing trust in a trust-less
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environment. If there exists a system where there is a lack of confidence in a deal between
two parties who do not have complete faith in each other, a smart contract written to
eliminate issues can be deployed on a blockchain, which is triggered in real time [25,26].

Figure 3. Smart contract.

For instance, a smart contract is deployed on the Ethereum blockchain, which will
record a transaction between a farmer and a warehouse whenever one takes place. So,
whenever an order is started, the contract is triggered, and it keeps updating the status
of the order on-chain in an automated manner. Since this contract is already deployed
and the logic cannot be altered, the status of the order cannot be manipulated by anyone,
which helps us achieve a list of records that cannot be changed and are non-disputable.
The contract is responsible for maintaining faith in the seed-purchasing process, and all the
relevant parties have a limited scope of participation in the purchasing process [27].

3.3. Different Types of Solutions Based on Blockchain Technology

For efficient seed supply chain management, a decentralized application that makes
use of blockchain and smart contract technologies may be a good option [28,29]. There are
four main categories of blockchain systems available for use:

1. Public blockchain: Nodes in a public blockchain are arranged so that anyone can
become a part of the blockchain and participate in mining future blocks of the chain.
Such a chain that is accessible by the general public without any restrictions is termed
a public blockchain, as depicted in Figure 4.

2. Private blockchain: A private blockchain refers to an arrangement of nodes for a
restricted network rather than being open to everyone willing to contribute processing
power. Such a chain is also referred to as a managed blockchain, as only the central
authority permits a node to join the chain, as shown in Figure 5.

3. Hybrid blockchain: In a hybrid blockchain, as depicted in Figure 6, an organization
can join a chain, which allows it to use the best of both public and private blockchains.
They can create a permission-based system along with a permissionless system. In
this manner, the administering organization can control who can access specific data
and what data can be open to the public.

4. Consortium blockchain: Figure 7 depicts the consortium blockchain, as it shares simi-
larities with the hybrid blockchain on the grounds of having both public and private
features. The differentiating factor for this blockchain is that various organizations
collaborate in a decentralized network, hence eliminating the risk of one entity’s
monopoly over the entire network.
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Figure 4. Public blockchain.

Figure 5. Private blockchain.

Figure 6. Hybrid blockchain.
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Figure 7. Consortium blockchain.

4. The Proposed Framework

Our proposed solution involves establishing a sense of trust among trust-less parties,
i.e., farmers who are willing to purchase raw materials and warehouses where all quality
seeds can be found. The introduction of blockchain technology also improves relationships
with third-party logistics and FCI while efficiently managing the approval of new seeds
from various breeders within the framework.

A total of five entities play a vital role in this ecosystem, as depicted in Figure 8, i.e.,
breeders, government agencies (in our case, the Food Corporation of India (FCI)), farmers,
warehouses, and a third-party logistics company. The entire supply chain, right from the
cultivation of seeds, will be digitally recorded to ensure that all the necessary transactions
that take place, ranging from approving a particular seed quality to capturing the purchas-
ing history of a farmer, are available in a non-disputable fashion. Entities such as breeders
and third-party logistics companies are in a direct relationship with FCI, and their respec-
tive roles are highlighted, showing the shift of these manual processes to on-chain recorded
processes in a blockchain environment. The proposed algorithms are discussed below.

Figure 8. Proposed blockchain-based breeder–farmer system.
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Farmer Registration: Prior to purchasing any seeds, firstly, the farmer calls Algorithm 1
to register him- or herself. Every farmer FN is expected to provide his or her phone no. FP,
email FE, and unique id FId.

Algorithm 1 FrmReg: Farmer Registration.

Input: Takes FN , FP, FE, and FId as input.
Output: Farmer Registered Successfully.

1: FrmPortal
Input←−−− [ξ] Farmer : ξ =

(
FN , FP, FE, FId

)
2: FE

τ←− FrmPortal : τ = One-Time Password
3: if (veri f y(τ) = 1) then
4: Farmer details verified
5: else
6: Incorrect τ entered
7: end if
8: FrmPortal

UserName ,pswd←−−−−−−−−
Input

Farmer

9: if (Unique(UserName) == 1) then
10: if (Criteria(Pswd) == 1) then
11: Farmer Registered Successfully
12: else
13: Password criteria mismatch
14: end if
15: else
16: Username exist
17: end if

Breeder Registration: The breeder calls Algorithm 2 to register him- or herself and then
sell/verify seeds. Every breeder BN is expected to provide his or her phone no. BP, email
BE, and unique id BId.

Algorithm 2 BrdReg: Breeder Registration.

Input: Takes BN , BP, BE, and BId as input.
Output: Breeder Registered Successfully.

1: BrdPortal
Input←−−− [ξ] Farmer : ξ =

(
BN , BP, BE, BId

)
2: BE

τ←− BrdPortal : τ = One-Time Password
3: if (veri f y(τ) = 1) then
4: Breeder Authenticated
5: else
6: Incorrect τ entered
7: end if
8: BrdPortal

BreederName←−−−−−−
Input

Breeder

9: if (Unique(BreederName) == 1) then

10: BrdPortal
Password←−−−−−

Input
Breeder

11: if (Criteria(Password) == 1) then
12: Breeder Registered
13: else
14: Password criteria mismatch
15: end if
16: else
17: Breeder exists/Choose different name to sign up
18: end if
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Transporter Registration: Before participating in the bidding, every transporter needs to
register him- or herself on the portal using Algorithm 3. Every transporter TN is expected to
provide his or her phone no. TP, email TE, and unique id TId. In addition, every transporter
enters three preferred locations Loci:i∈{1,2,3} based on his or her preference for operating
services, with Loc1 and Loc3 as the highest and lowest priorities, respectively.

Algorithm 3 TransReg: Transporter Registration.

Input: Takes TN , TP, BE, TId, and Loci:i∈{1,2,3} as input.
Output: Transporter Registered Successfully.

1: TrpPortal
Input←−−− [ξ] Farmer : ξ =

(
TN , TP, TE, TId,

)
2: TE

τ←− TrpPortal : τ = One-Time Password
3: if (veri f y(τ) = 1) then
4: Transporter Authenticated
5: else
6: Incorrect τ entered
7: end if
8: TrpPortal

TransporterName←−−−−−−−−−
Input

Transporter

9: if (Unique(TransporterName) == 1) then

10: TrpPortal
password←−−−−−

Input
Transporter

11: if (Criteria(Password) == 1) then
12: Registration Completed
13: else
14: Password criteria mismatch
15: end if
16: else
17: Transporter exists/Choose different name to sign up
18: end if

Approve Seeds: Breeders submit seeds along with their meta-data SM, i.e., the seed
name SN and location Sloc, where the seeds are harvested Sharv, and their quantity SQ, to
FCI, which calls Algorithm 4 to check the quality of seeds and, based on that, mints an NFT
as a certificate, as shown in Figure 9, to approve the seeds or otherwise rejects the seeds.
The flowchart for approving seeds is depicted in Figure 10.

Figure 9. NFT minting.
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Figure 10. Flowchart for approving seeds.

Algorithm 4 ApprvSeed: For approving seeds.

Input: Order SM = {SN , Sloc, Sharv, SQ}.
Output: Seeds Approved/Rejected.

1: FCI
SN ,Sloc ,Sharv ,SQ←−−−−−−−−

SM :Submitted
Breeder.

2: SM : In_Process
3: if (Check(SM) == 1) then
4: SM : Veri f ied
5: if (Veri f y(SM) == 1) then
6: Breeder ←−−−−

SM :NFT
FCI

7: end if
8: else
9: SM : Rejected

10: end if

Order Seed: Every farmer creates an order OF = {SN , SQ, FN , FQ}, where SN and SQ are
the name and quantity of seeds, respectively, while FN and FQ are the name and quantity
of fertilizer. To place an order for seeds, the farmer calls Algorithm 5. The flowchart for
ordering seeds/fertilizers is depicted in Figure 11.

Algorithm 5 OrdSeed: For ordering seeds.

Input: Order OF = {SN , SQ, FN , FQ}.
Output: OF completed successfully.

1: WH
SN ,SQ ,FN ,FQ←−−−−−−−
SO :Initiated

Fk.

2: SContract
δEth←−− Fk, where δEth=Order value + gas fees.

3: Fk
SO :Accepted←−−−−−− WH

4: T
SO :Transit_Request←−−−−−−−−−− WH

5: WH
So :Transit_Acknoweldge←−−−−−−−−−−−−− T

6: if (AckTrans(SO) == 1) then

7: Fk
SO :Request_Delievery←−−−−−−−−−−−− T

8: T
SO :Delievery_Acknoweldge←−−−−−−−−−−−−−− Fk

9: if (AckDel(SO) == 1) then

10: WMetamask
δEth←−− SContract

11: end if
12: end if
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Bidding: To select a transporter to successfully complete the bid Bi, FCI calls Algorithm 6.

Algorithm 6 Bid: To select transporter T for bid Bi.

Input: N bids Bid[i][i][i] = {Bi, loci, Pricei}i,...,N and k transporters Trans[K][k] =
([Tid1, Tid2, . . . , TidK][Amt1, Amt2, . . . , Amtk]).
Output: Bidi is allocated to transporter Tj.

1: for i in Bid do
2: for j in Trans do
3: if Bid[0][0][i] > Trans[0][j] then
4: T.add(Trans([Tidj]))
5: end if
6: end for
7: for j in T do
8: if Tidj.loc1 == loci then
9: T

′
.add(Tidj)

10: BVj.add(Tidj.Amt + 0.2 ∗ Tidj.Amt + C)
11: end if
12: end for
13: if (X < len(T

′
)) then

14: for j in T do
15: if (Tidj.loc2 == loci) then
16: T

′
.add(Tidj)

17: BVj.add(Tidj.Amt + 0.1 ∗ Tidj.Amt + C)
18: end if
19: end for
20: end if
21: if (X < len(T

′
)) then

22: for j in T do
23: if (Tidj.loc3 == loci) then
24: T

′
.add(Tidj)

25: BVj.add(Tidj.Amt + 0.05 ∗ Tidj.Amt + C)
26: end if
27: if (X < len(T

′
)) then

28: Bi bid canceled
29: end if
30: end for
31: end if
32: Tj

Bid←−
Bi

max(Bvj)

33: end for
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Figure 11. Flowchart for ordering seeds.

5. Implementation

To implement the proposed system, a decentralized application is built to encompass
the basic functionalities of the proposed system. The application is a JavaScript-based
web application consisting of the basic logic defined by a smart contract residing on the
Ethereum blockchain [30]. This DApp provides functionalities like adding and verifying
users and their properties, provided they can offer the necessary title deeds. The users can
view their properties and further sell or lease them to a buyer for the price they set.

5.1. Technology Stack Used

This subsection describes the technology utilized in the implementation of our pro-
posed system.

1. Ethereum and Solidity: It is an open-source blockchain-based platform employed to
create and share business, financial services, and entertainment applications. These
contracts are written for various points in the supply chain, especially for interactions
between two adjacent entities, such as breeders and FCI, farmers and warehouses, etc.
These smart contracts help implement features provided by blockchain, such as storing
immutable records of purchases by farmers from the government or documenting the
quality of seeds approved by FCI.

2. Web3 JS Library: Web3 is a collection of libraries of the World Wide Web that incor-
porates and facilitates blockchain applications. We have used web3.js, which is an
Ethereum JavaScript API that helps in connecting the smart contracts deployed on the
chain at the back end to the front end, which is the portal for breeders and FCI and
the website available to farmers for purchasing seeds. Therefore, while the purchase
of seeds is initiated at the front end by the farmer, the recording of the purchase and
the transfer of the order value from the farmer’s wallet to the warehouse address are
executed by the contract and are synced with the help of web3.js.
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3. Ganache and Truffle: Ganache and Truffle are essential for testing the smart contracts
and assist in creating a virtual environment to understand the behavior of the de-
ployed contracts in different scenarios. Thus, with the help of these tools, we were
able to develop test cases and expand the scope of the contract so that the contract
does not fail or produce unexpected results in case of exigency.

4. React JS: The React JavaScript library is the open-source library used to develop the
front-end user interface and add functionalities to different portals, such as navigation
between different pages and registration and the login of different entities. Thus, the
web pages displayed to the users and the interaction of users with the portals are
made possible with the help of this library.

5. Inter Planetary File System (IPFS): IPFS is a p2p method of efficiently storing data and
sharing data in a distributed file system. It is designed to hold data in a manner such
that no single entity in a network holds the entire table of data. We have utilized IPFS
to store data from seed applications and will employ the details in the future with the
help of the generated hash.

6. Metamask: This wallet is used to assist in the transfer of Ethers among different parties
and between parties and smart contracts in instances where the smart contracts store
Ethers until an event has been successfully concluded.

7. MongoDB: Since every single detail, like user login details, for entities such as breeders,
farmers, and logistics companies cannot be stored on-chain, we have used MongoDB
services to create a back-end environment and store these details, and it is integrated
with the user interface.

5.2. The Architecture of the Proposed System

Due to Ethereum’s significant smart contract support, the system, which is largely a
peer-to-peer network, was used to develop the blockchain-based seed supply chain. The
proposed system’s architecture is shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12. Architecture of the proposed framework.
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Several entities (computers) connected as nodes on the internet make up a peer-to-peer
network. Without a central authority, transactions are passed from one peer to another.
A blockchain, which is a type of public distributed ledger, houses all of the network’s
transactions. To compare it with other peer nodes, peers also have a synchronized copy of
this public ledger. Additionally, any node (peer) that tries to interfere with the network
will be immediately removed from it. The Ethereum Virtual Machine powers every node
in the Ethereum network (EVM). In Ethereum, a block takes an average of 15 s to mine.
An ETH block reward will be given to the successful miner. The user committing each
transaction pays the whole gas cost incurred by the block’s transaction execution, and the
gas cost incurred is credited to the miner’s account.

Smart contracts are designed in Solidity, while Reactjs is utilized to develop user
interfaces. Users can engage with the Ethereum blockchain through interfaces and with the
blockchain’s smart contracts using DApps. DApps thus provide a user interface for the
back-end smart contract that updates the blockchain with data. The transactions are signed
and carried out using the Metamask wallet plugin. The Truffle framework will be used to
test and deploy the DApp on regional test networks using Ganache, the open test network
Rinkeby, and finally, the main Ethereum network.

5.3. Designing the Smart Contract

As shown in Table 1, smart contracts are designed to carry out tasks associated with
seed ordering, enable interactions between FCI and transporters and between farmers
and warehouses, perform seed approval, and create matching NFTs for accepted seeds.
A smart contract uses logic to satisfy all requirements and consists of four fundamental
functionalities. Because it requires funds to store documents like files or photos, we store
them on IPFS, which gives us a hash that is kept on the blockchain.

Table 1. Methods employed for smart contracts.

Method Function Used Explanation

Ordering
Seeds

addOrder() This is called to store the order placed by a farmer.
acceptOrder() Authorized warehouses call this to accept the placed order.

reqTransit() This is called to request the transit of the order shipment, and as a result, the status of the
order shifts to “REQ-TRANSIT”.

ackTransit() An authorized logistic company calls this function and updates the status to “TRANSIT
ACKNOWLEDGED”.

reqDelievery() Transit calls this method to request admission of delivery and simultaneously change the
status to “REQUESTING DELIVERY”.

ackDelievery() Once the status is changed to “DELIVERYACKNOWLEDGED”, this is the final payable
method that can only be called by the farmer.

Seeds
Approval

addSubmission() This adds a new submission for the breeder to the chain and updates the status of the process
to “SUBMITTED”.

acceptSubmission() FCI calls this to accept the submission, which updates the status to the “ACCEPTED” state.

approveSubmission() FCI calls this to mint an NFT for seeds with the seed name, timestamp, and approved qual-
ity standards.

Warehouse addWarehouse() FCI calls this to add a new warehouse to the list of approved warehouses.
remWarehouse() FCI calls this to remove a warehouse from the list of approved warehouses.

5.4. Integration

The Remix IDE (remix.ethereum.org accessed on 3 March 2024) was used to develop
this contract, and the Ropsten test network, which is a test blockchain network, was used
for deployment. An Application Binary Interface (ABI) and a contract address are formed
following the smart contract’s successful compilation, and they are copied and used. The
contract is then initialized in the NodeJS code using the ABI and contract address, making it
possible to call the subsequent methods that were explained. The project as a whole is tested
on a local network before the smart contract is released to the Ropsten test network. Users

remix.ethereum.org
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connect to Metamask using the front end of a web browser like Chrome, and whenever a
transaction needs to be made that will modify the blockchain or a user-end method needs
to be called that will modify the blockchain, a Metamask popup will appear to request
permission and display the gas price that will be used to execute the transaction. Accessing
data stored on the blockchain is free, but gas fees are incurred only when altering data. Each
time that any user changes the state of the blockchain, a gas fee in Ether has to be paid. The
time taken by the transaction is inversely proportional to the gas price entered by the user.
Sometimes, the transaction can be canceled, too. When the DApp loads, a contract instance
is created and gets stored in the state of that particular React class component, which gets
passed to its child components, and the contract methods can be used from there.

The successful execution of our blockchain-based seed supply chain proved to be an
effective strategy for reducing the need for middlemen in the seed distribution process.
The gas fees paid for transactions are significantly less than the charges in the current
system and may be further optimized by using better smart contracts. The implementation
successfully provides the proof of concept that a decentralized solution can be used for
seed distribution. The proposed system is faster and provides traceability and immutability
at a reasonable cost. Every action on the blockchain that involves adding new data requires
a transaction and comes with a small transaction cost called a gas fee, and it is imperative
when considering the running costs for the widespread and prolonged functionality of
a fundamental system like the proposed one. Figure 13 depicts the gas fees used for our
implementation.

Figure 13. Example of the gas fees paid.

5.5. Feature Analysis

This section delves into the characteristics of the proposed system. Table 2 highlights
the distinctions between the proposed approach and the existing framework.

1. Decentralization: The proposed workflow transforms the functionality of each entity
involved in the supply chain, as there is no single authority that holds data centrally
and can manipulate them to an extent that harms anyone in the chain. Blockchain
embedding in the existing procedure enables a decentralized procedure for storing
relevant data on the chain, such as FCI-approved seeds in the form of a minted token,
and the transaction records of the purchases carried out by the farmer.
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2. Accountability: The notion of updating the status in real time by triggering an appro-
priate function in a smart contract enables us to identify the responsible entity in the
supply chain as accountable and hence figure out where the process is halted in order
to optimize the operations of the chain in the near future.

3. Transparency: After ordering seeds, a farmer can track his or her order in real time,
which ensures that no foul play is possible and that the farmer does not have to worry
about his or her order getting misplaced, as the responsible entity can be tagged
very easily.

4. Immutability: All data written to a blockchain are permanent, and hence, even a minor
modification to the data can drastically change the hash of the next block, which will
disrupt the entire chain. Since a purchase transaction between a government entity,
i.e., the warehouse, and the farmer is recorded onto the chain in a similar fashion, it
ensures that the record of the transaction is non-disputable and can be considered
legally binding by both parties.

5. Security: Modifiers in smart contracts like “onlyFCI” ensure restricted access to calling
functions, which enhances security, and most of the payable functions can only be
called via the owner address, which means that the contract cannot be modified;
unauthorized access is only possible if a person steals the Metamask wallet of the
government entity that deploys the contract, i.e., the Food Corporation of India.
Further, the blockchain provides the contents of all transactions in an encrypted
format, due to which the personal data submitted are anonymous.

6. No middlemen: Middlemen are largely responsible for causing corruption in the
supply chain, as they have the capability of modifying transactions to create a shortage
of products in the warehouse. Corruption is eliminated because all of the processes are
automated and the transactions are recorded, due to which modification is restricted.

7. Trust-less: Since the existing system comprises multiple parties, to ensure a convenient
system where everyone can work, smart contracts are deployed, establishing mutual
trust among all entities by ensuring that different entities interact with each other
without the need to trust each other.

8. Auction-driven Transportation Tenders: Tenders for the transportation of seeds are
auctioned, and transporters are granted tenders on the basis of their priorities for
the location loc where they operate, their CIBIL score, and the price they code. Thus,
the monopoly of transporters in the system is prohibited, and the proposed system
provides equal opportunity for each transporter to participate in tendering.

Table 2. Comparison between existing and proposed techniques: “-” denotes absence of feature, and
“✓” denotes presence of feature.

Features Existing Proposed

Decentralization - ✓

Accountability Low High

Transparency Low High

Immutability - High

Security Low High

Middlemen Yes No

Trust-less Low High

Fair Tenders Low High

NFT-Driven Seed Approval - ✓
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5.6. Security Analysis

Blockchains are open to the 51% attack. If, somehow, an individual or entity gains
control over 50% of the computational power of the blockchain, the attacker can prevent
new transactions or cause double-spending issues when in control of the network. Although
previous transactions remain immutable, changing anything will lead to a mismatched
hash and the disruption of the whole blockchain.

Decentralized systems like blockchain require extensive computational resources and
are usually accompanied by huge power draws. As we move toward a more energy-
conscious future, unless there is an advancement in clean energy generation and transfer,
this will remain a limitation of this proposal. Also, there are huge setup and development
costs, but these may be justified by the system’s minimal fraud and secure transfers.

A highly technical system that also encompasses a paradigm shift may be challenging
to general users, and as most of India is just coming online, it may be prudent to expect all
of the people to be technically inclined enough to understand the workings of systems like
this. This means that the existing system may be required to remain functional for a long
time, which introduces financial constraints.

The digitization of the existing seed supply chain plays a very crucial role in the
agriculture system. Without the digitalization of entire records corresponding to seeds,
farmers, and transporters, it may be difficult to reap the actual benefits of this system. This
also brings more responsibility to system administrators for digital verification, which does
not bode well with the current systems and the powers they enjoy. There is no leeway for
fraud in cryptographically safe digital signatures, but there is a chance that these officers
might abuse their power even further, which will need to be checked. The quality of the
records uploaded to the blockchain needs to be high to ensure proper functioning. There
may be some initial hesitancy to move over to a digital ownership paradigm, too.

Cryptocurrencies and decentralized payment systems do not offer a stable currency
like a fiat currency, at least not yet. The adoption of crypto has been quite nimble in recent
times but is still questionable for future aspects. There are no regulatory decisions regarding
this, which also makes it a little uncertain.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

In this article, we propose a blockchain-based seed supply chain system using the
Ethereum blockchain, with the goal of achieving a transparent and fair bidding mechanism
for transporters. In addition, the proposed system is immutable and removes the need for
middlemen. The proposed system was implemented using Solidity and deployed on the
Ethereum mainnet, while the front end was designed by leveraging React. In addition,
our proposed system employs non-fungible tokens for breeders corresponding to their
approved seeds, which enables the traceability of seeds by farmers. Thus, the scheme is
best suited for a practical seed supply chain system.

Future research can explore opportunities to enhance the system’s interoperability with
other blockchain networks or traditional systems used in the seed supply chain industry.
This could involve developing standards or protocols for data exchange and communication
between different blockchain platforms or integrating with existing industry standards
and protocols.
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